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0 of 1 review helpful Begins well By Catrina J Majack The author starts out with a fairly good storyline I found myself 
enjoying the first half of the story itself as a fiction he includes very interesting characters who are easy to engage with 
However the language King James style being neither authentic to the time period of the story s setting nor our own 
modern tongue was distracting rather than helpful to th The plot of The House That Wisdom built is set in the ancient 
Mesopetamia region in approx 3000 BC The writing style is modeled after the King James Bible giving the book a 
poetic and romantic effect The main character s name Agur is derived from the name of the mystery writer of Proverbs 
30 Since nothing is known of this person the fictional account of him in this story weaves an intriguing link between 
what he learns in this book and what people can then read About the Author Kyle Hoover is Executive Pastor of First 
Assembly of God Church Arroyo Grande California He has a Doctor of Ministry from American Evangelical Christian 
University a Master of Ministry in Interdisciplinary Studies from Master s Graduate Scho 
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wisdom a house is built and by understanding it is established; by knowledge the rooms are filled stanton house was 
built in 187980 by john thompson in 1963 it was sold to geoffrey gould a christian architect from london his vision 
was for stanton house to be 
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